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of K , where K is the number of input datasets in a batch . In
addition , by using a processor that supports parallel pro
cessing , N simultaneous streams can be processed in parallel
lock step to ensure that the memory bandwidth requirement

MEMORY BANDWIDTH MANAGEMENT
FOR DEEP LEARNING APPLICATIONS

BACKGROUND
Artificial intelligence (AI) applications involve machines

5 for N parallel streams remains the same as it is for a single

stream . This enables a throughput of N * K input datasets for

or software that are made to exhibit intelligent behavior such
as learning, communication , perception , motion and
manipulation, and even creativity . The machines or software

each loading of a weight dataset .
A service benefiting from inclusion of a deep learning
architecture
that is hosted at a data center can include a deep
can achieve this intelligent behavior through a variety of 10 nel network
(deep NN ) evaluation performed on an
methodologies such as search and optimization , logic , " neural
FPGA where the method includes loading a first weight
probabilistic methods , statistical learning, and neural net dataset from off-chip storage , queuing a batch of at least two

works. Along these lines, various deep learning architectures

such as deep neural networks (deep NN ) including deep

feature vectors at an input of the FPGA , performing a first

networks, recurrent neural networks (RNN ), and long-short
term memory (LSTM ) RNNs, have gained interest for their
application to fields like computer vision , image processing

the off -chip storage , and performing a second layer process

A deep NN generally consists of an input layer, an

two feature vectors can be from a same stream of data . In

layer process of the deep NN evaluation to the batch to
multi -layer perceptrons (MLPs) (often referred to as a 15 lagenerate
intermediates , loading a second weight dataset of
DNN ), convolutional deep neural networks, deep belief
of the deep NN evaluation to the intermediates. In some
cases , the at least two feature vectors can be from at least

recognition , speech processing/recognition , natural lan - 20 two streams of data , where the at least two streams of data
guage processing, audio recognition , and bioinformatics.
come from corresponding cores . In some cases, the at least
arbitrary number of hidden layers , and an output layer. Each
some cases, the at least two feature vectors can include at
layer contains a certain amount of units, which may follow
least two observation vectors from each of at least two
the neuron model, and each unit corresponds to an element 25 streams of data .

in a feature vector (such as an observation vector of an input

This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of

dataset). Each unit typically uses a weighted function (e.g.,

concepts in a simplified form that are further described

a logistic function ) to map its total input from the layer below in the Detailed Description . This Summary is not
below to a scalar state that is sent to the layer above . The intended to identify key features or essential features of the
layers of the neural network are trained (usually via unsu - 30 claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used to limit
pervised machine learning ) and the units of that layer the scope of the claimed subject matter.

assigned weights. Depending on the depth of the neural

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

network layers , the total number of weights used in the

system can be massive.
Many computer vision , image processing /recognition , 35 FIG . 1 illustrates an example operating environment
speech processing/ recognition , natural language processing, providing memory bandwidth management for deep learn
audio recognition , and bioinformatics are executed and
ing applications .
managed at data centers supporting services available to

FIG . 2 illustrates an example architecture for managing

large numbers of consumer and enterprise clients. Data

and accelerating at least a component of a deep learning

centers are designed to run and operate computer systems 40 application hosted by resources of a data center.

( servers, storage devices, and other computers ), communi
FIGS. 3A - 3D illustrate a comparison of bandwidth man
cation equipment, and power systems in a modular and
agement in neural network evaluations.
flexible manner. Data center workloads demand high com FIG . 4 illustrates an example implementation of acceler
putational capabilities, flexibility, power efficiency , and low
ating a DNN process using an FPGA .
costs . Being able to accelerate at least some portions of 45 FIG . 5 illustrates an example computing system on which
large- scale software services can achieve desired through
the described techniques may be carried out.
puts and enable these data centers to meet the demands of
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
their resource consumers. However, the increasing complex
ity and scalability of deep learning applications can aggra
vate problems with memory bandwidth .

BRIEF SUMMARY

50

Memory bandwidth management techniques and systems

are described that can accelerate neural network evaluations.

Due to the computation pattern ofmany neural network
evaluations, general purpose processors and pure software
Memory bandwidth management techniques and systems based solutions tend to be inefficient and , in some cases ,
for accelerating neural network evaluations are described . 55 unable to meet performance requirements for the applica
In a data center, a neural network evaluation accelerator
tions that they form a part. Furthermore , these evaluations

can include a processor that supports parallel processing

tend to be limited by the resources available at the data

a same or different data streams (from the cores of the
CPUs). By queuing up input data of at least two streamsor

networking bandwidth constraints of current data centers . In
some cases , particularly where power consumption effi

( parallel processor ” ), such as a field programmable gate
centers performing the computations. By including FPGAs
array (FPGA ). This processor, which is separate from the
in data centers , and leveraging these FPGAs in the manners
general computer processing units (CPUs ) at the data center, 60 described herein , it is possible to perform the complex deep
performs a process using a weight dataset loaded from
neural network evaluations within the processor-to -memory
external memory after at least two observation vectors from
bandwidth constraints as well as the machine - to -machine

at least two observation vectors before applying the 65 ciency is not a priority or fewer parallel computation streams

weighted dataset, the memory bandwidth requirement for

are needed , graphics processing units (GPUs) may be used

the neural network weight loading can be reduced by a factor

to perform the neural network evaluations.

US 10 , 140 ,572 B2
FIG . 1 illustrates an example operating environment

providing memory bandwidth management for deep learn ing applications . Referring to FIG . 1, a data center 100 can

include a number of resources 101 — physical and virtual —

GPU or an FPGA as examples. The FPGA can show

improved power savings over the use of a GPU . However,
it should be understood that certain implementations may

use the GPU or other parallel processor to perform some or

on which applications and services can be hosted . Routing 5 all of the methods described herein .
server (s ) 110 can facilitate the directing of a request to the
The parallel processor 210 can include input buffers 211 ,
appropriate resource . One or more of the routing server (s ) which have a specified queue depth ( for example of K = 2 or
110 may be physically present in a particular data center

more ), and output buffers 212 for holding intermediate
outputs or other data before the data is further processed
many clients such as Client0 121, Client1 122 , Client2 123 , 10 and
/or output to another component. In some cases, the
Client3 124 , Client4 125 , Client5 126 , and Client6 127 , that parallel
can include logic 220 for processing data
communicate with the service ( s) (and access the data center from oneprocessor
or more of the input buffers 211 . The logic 220 may
100 . The service (s ) hosted at the data center 100 may service

resource (s ) 101) over the Internet 130 .

Various implementations of the described techniques are
computer vision , image processing/ recognition , speech pro

be programmable and reconfigurable between and /or during

suitable for use as part of a process for services involving 15 operations
depending on the type of parallel processor 210 .
An “ observation vector” refers to the initial dataset ( or
cessing/ recognition , natural language processing, audio rec ognition , bioinformatics , weather prediction , stock forecast
ing, control systems and any other application where neural
networks may be applied .

As an example scenario, the operating environment sup ports a translation service for an audio or video call . The
translation service may involve a deep learning application

to recognize words from a conversation . The clients (e . g .,

feature vector ) that is input to the neural network and is used
to start or trigger the recognition or classification process .
These could include data representing colors, prices , sound

20 amplitudes or any other quantifiable value that may have
been observed in the subject of interest. The observation
vectors input to the parallel processor 210 may be generated
by a core of a CPU (discussed in more detail in the example
below ), by another computational unit such as an FPGA , a

121, 122 , 123, . . . ) can enable a user to elect to participate 25 GPU , or other logic on the parallel processor 210 that is
in the translation service so that the audio of the user ' s
performing the neural network evaluation .

conversation can be sent to the translation service . For

The “ intermediate outputs ” or “ intermediates” refer to the

example , the audio from a conversation at a device running
internal state values of the neural network that are used to
Client0 121 can be sent as Input to the translation service,
track progress of data through the network for either the
the audio from a conversation at a device running Client1 30 current evaluation , or across multiple evaluations of the
122 can be sent as Input1 to the translation service , the audio
network (in the case of RNNs).

from a conversation at a device running Client2 123 can be

sent as Input2 to the translation service , and the audio from

a conversation at a device running Client3 124 can be sent
as Input3 to the translation service .

The intermediate values may correlate with features of an

observation vector, but typically they represent some

abstracted form of the original observation data as the
35 network algorithm “ reasons” about the inputs that it was

These independent conversations can be processed at the
data center 100 and can have output sent to a same client or
different client (that may or may not be participating in

given . Logically , intermediate values represent the net
work 's attempt to categorize data based in a hyper dimen
sional decision line between competing concepts. Math

sending audio to the service ). For example the translated

ematically, intermediate values represent the nearness that

conversation from Input 0 can be sent to Client4 125 as 40 the observation vector, prior intermediate values, or a com

Outputo , the translated conversation from Inputl can be sent
to Client5 126 as Output1 , the translated conversation from
Input2 can be sent to Clientó 127 as Output2 , and the

bination of both , appear to the dividing line between com
peting concepts that one or more neural network nodes
represent.

translated conversation from Input3 can be sent back to

As illustrated in FIG . 2 , a single parallel processor 210

Client3 125 as Output3 . Accelerating one or more of the 45 can receive input data from multiple cores such as Corel

processes associated with the translation services can help
the real-time functionality of such a service . However, any
acceleration or even just actual computation is con
strained , at least in part, by the physical limitations of the

221, Corel 222, Core2 223 , and Core3 224 , which may be
provided in one or more processing units housed in one or
more servers . For example , one server may contain a pro
cessing unit with , as is common today, 12 - 24 cores. In some

systems— the data center resources 101 — at the data center 50 applications, the input data from these cores may be loaded
100 .
into corresponding ones of the input buffers 211 . In other

FIG . 2 illustrates an example architecture for managing

applications, input data from one of these cores may be

application hosted by resources of a data center. In a data

In another implementation , instead of many separate

learning applications, and particularly a neural network

queue as they become available . The parallel processor

evaluation where the weight dataset is in the megabytes

could periodically poll that queue (after each complete

A server at the data center 200 can include a processor

and then a decoder process, either on the parallel processor

network evaluation . The parallel processor 210 can be a

type of implementation is suitable for cases where the

and accelerating at least a component of a deep learning

loaded into more than one input buffer .

center 200 housing numerous servers , switches , and other 55 queues ( provided by the input buffers 211 ) , one for each of
equipment for a variety of services and applications, such as the N cores , the parallel processor can have a single queue
described with respect to data center 100 of FIG . 1 , deep
where the different cores add their datasets to that single
(tens of megabytes, hundreds ofmegabytes or even more ), 60 evaluation of the deep NN ) and read a new batch of datasets
can be accelerated and its memory bandwidth requirements
from the queue for parallel processing. The new batch of
reduced by batch processing of the input data .
datasets would be processed through the deep NN in parallel

with two or more cores. Each core tends to handle a single
or on one of the CPU cores , would send them back to the
thread , or stream of data . According to certain implemen - 65 appropriate core . Each dataset would be tagged by the core
tations, a parallel processor 210 is used to accelerate a neural that sent it to facilitate this de -multiplexing operation . This

US 10 , 140 ,572 B2
parallel processor such as the FPGA can handle the com -

software or hardware evaluation and does not include the

putational load such as the addition of the decoding process.

acceleration or memory management as described herein .

As mentioned above , the observation vectors may be

Instead , the weight datasets stored in the external memory

generated by the cores and provided directly as the input

300 are applied separately to each dataset (e. g ., from the

data to the parallel processor 210 ; however, in some cases , 5 cores Corel 301 and Corel 302 ) during the corresponding

the observation vectors may not be output by the cores. In
some of those cases, the parallel processor 210 may generate
the observation vectors (using separate logic to do so ) or

deep NN evaluations (e . g ., DNN evaluation ( 0 ) 303 and
DNN evaluation ( 1 ) 304 , respectively ) . In particular, a first
layer weight set 310 from external memory 300 and a first

other computationalunits may be generating the observation

feature vector Vector0 311 from a first stream Stream ) from

vectors from data output from the cores or in systems fully 10 Core0 301 are retrieved /received ( 312 ) for the DNN evalu

implemented using other computational units. Thus when a
computational units can be considered as other implemen tations that may be suitable as the processing unit for a
particular recognition process ( or other application that
benefits from deep learning ).
When the parallel processor performs a weighted function
core and data stream is described herein , the use of other

ation (0 ) 303 ; and a first layer process is performed (313),
A second layer weight set 315 from the externalmemory
300 is then retrieved /received 316 in order to perform the
generating intermediates 314 .

15 second layer process (317 ) on the intermediates 314 . This

evaluation process , where the weights are retrieved / received

from externalmemory 300 , continues for each layer until the
for the neural network evaluation , the weight dataset is entire process is completed for a particular input vector. The
generally too large to be stored on -chip with the processor. process can repeat for each input feature vector (e .g ., Vec
Instead , the weight dataset is stored in off -chip storage 230 20 tor01 of Vectoro ). If there are multiple cores running the
and loaded , in partitions small enough for on -chip storage ,

deep NN evaluations, then multiple deep NN evaluations

onto the parallel processor 210 each time the particular

could be performed in parallel, but, the without memory

weighted function is carried out. For maximum efficiency,
weights must be loaded at the speed the processor can

management as described herein , each evaluation requires
retrieving /receiving the weight dataset from external

consume them , which requires a significant amount of 25 memory 300 as an independent request, and use of an
memory bandwidth . Off -chip storage 230 may include

additional processor/ core .

memory modules ( e. g ., DDR , SDRAM DIMMs), hard
For example , the first layer weight set 310 from external
drives (solid state , hard disk , magnetic , optical, etc .), CDs, memory 300 and a second feature vector Vector1 318 from
DVDs, and other removable storage devices. It should be a second stream Streaml from Corel 302 are retrieved /
understood that the storage 230 does not consist of propa - 30 received (319 ) for the DNN evaluation ( 0 ) 304 ; and a first

gating signals .

layer process is performed ( 313 ) to generate intermediates

According to various techniques described herein , the

320 for the second stream . The second layer weight set 315

memory bandwidth is managed by processing parallel

from the externalmemory 300 is then retrieved / received 316

streamsof data ( e.g ., from the cores Core 221, Corel 222 ,

in order to perform the second layer process (317 ) on the

for each layer's set of weight data input to the parallel
processor 210 from the off -chip storage 230 . Although the

entire process is completed for a particular input feature
vector, and repeated for each input feature vector ( e.g .,

Core2 223 , and Core3 224 ) in batches at the parallel 35 intermediates 320 . As with the DNN evaluation ( 0 ) 303 , the
processor 210 so at least two feature vectors are processed
DNN Evaluation ( 1 ) 304 continues for each layer until the

described techniques can be useful for two feature vectors
Vector11 of Stream1). As can be seen , this is not an efficient
( from a same or different stream of data ), when at least four 40 mechanism for performing the deep NN evaluations and
feature vectors are processed in parallel, a noticeable effect requires considerable memory bandwidth to perform since

on bandwidth and / or power efficiency can be seen . For

example , doubling the number of items processed in parallel

will roughly halve the memory bandwidth .

each evaluation requires a retrieval of the weighted datasets

and its own processor /core ( s ) to perform the evaluation .

In the scenario illustrated in FIG . 3B , a memory managed ,

In some cases , acceleration of deep NN evaluation can be 45 accelerated deep NN process is using an FPGA 330 to

managed by a manager agent 240. The manager agent 240
can be implemented in software executable by any suitable
computing system , including physical servers and virtual
servers , and any combination thereof. The manager agent
240 may be installed on and run in the context of a virtual 50

machine in some scenarios or may be directly installed and

executed on a computing system in a non -virtualized imple
mentation . In some cases, the manager agent 240 may be

implemented in whole or in part in hardware .

perform the deep NN evaluation on two feature vectors from
a same stream of data . Here , two feature vectors, observation
vectors Vector ) and Vector01 331 can be loaded onto the
FPGA 330 from Core0 301 and evaluated as a batch . The
first layer weight set 310 can be received /retrieved for

loading ( 332 ) on the FPGA 330 and the first layer process

performed ( 333) at the FPGA 330 on both Vector ) and
Vector01 331 . Intermediates 334 from the first layer process
can be available when the first layer process is complete for

The manager agent 240 , when used , can coordinate the 55 both observation vectors ; and the second layer weight set

timing of communicating data between various components
at the data center, for example , between the off -chip storage

230 that stores weights for the deep NN evaluation and the

315 loaded (335 ) onto the FGPA 330 .
The intermediates 334 can be loaded into a buffer ( such as

input buffer 211 of FIG . 2 ) for the next layer of processing

parallel processor 210 . Accordingly, in certain embodiand the second layer process performed ( 337 ). The deep NN
ments, the manager agent 240 and/ or the bus / data routing 60 evaluation continues at the FPGA 330 for each layer until the
configuration for the data center 200 enables datasets ( e . g .,
entire process is completed for the two observation vectors
from the cores Corel 221 , Corel 222 , Core2 223 , Core3
Vector0 and Vector01 331. This process can then be repeated
224 ) to be communicated to a single parallel processor 230
for the next pair of observation vectors (e . g ., Vector02 and
for processing in batches .
Vector03 ). It should be understood that although only two

FIGS. 3A -3D illustrate a comparison of bandwidth man - 65 feature vectors are described, more than two feature vectors/

agement in neural network evaluations. In the scenario
illustrated in FIG . 3A , the deep NN evaluation involves a

observation vectors can be evaluated in parallel using the
FPGA . This will further reduce the required memory band
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width , but will find its limit in the latency of buffering the

batch from the single stream of data , because in real- time
applications, buffering N observation vectors before com -

mencing computation causes the system 's output to be

Vector , Vector01, Vector1 , and Vector11 . This process can

then be repeated for the next pair of observation vectors for
these two streams (e . g ., Vector02 , Vector03 and Vector12 ,

Vector13 ). Of course , this scenario is also scalable to addi

delayed by N vectors , and in some applications, acceptable 5 tional cores being handled in parallel by the FPGA 330 .
delays are not large enough to allow efficient operation of
As can be seen from the illustrated scenarios, the con
the parallel processor . Further, batching of vectors from a
figurations shown in FIGS. 3B and 3C reduce the memory
same stream is not applicable to recurrent networks (RNNs)

bandwidth needed to evaluate the same amount of data as the

because there , the vectors within a batch are not independent

configuration shown in FIG . 3A . In addition , the configu

( computation at time step t requires the output of time step 10 ration shown in FIG . 3D can even further reduce the

t - 1 ).

necessary memory bandwidth . For the configurations shown

accelerated deep NN process using the FPGA 330 entails

queue the multiple observation vectors from a single data

performing the DNN evaluation on two feature vectors from
one observation vector Vector0 341 from Core0 301 and one

stream . In addition, there may further be some latency cost
each line of the available parallel processes .

ated as a batch . The first layer weight set 310 can be

at least two observation vectors can be queued for process

In the scenario illustrated in FIG . 3C , a memory managed ,

in FIGS. 3B and 3D , there is a latency cost for the time to

two different streams of data . That is , two feature vectors , 15 for evaluating twice ( or more ) the amount of data through

observation vector Vector1 342 from Corel 302 are evalu -

received /retrieved for loading ( 343) on the FPGA 330 and

Accordingly, the input data of at least two streams and /or

ing at an FPGA to reduce the memory bandwidth require

the first layer process performed (344 ) at the FPGA 330 on 20 ment for neural network weight loading by a factor of K ,
both Vector0 341 and Vector1 342 , generating intermediates
where K is the number of input datasets in a batch (and can

345 . The intermediates 345 (the data output of the first layer

process ) can be loaded into a buffer for the next layer of
processing. Unlike the scenario illustrated in FIG . 3B , which

also be considered the queue depth for the FPGA ) . For

optimum bandwidth efficiency, processing occurs when a
batch of K input datasets are accumulated in the on -chip
is suitable for evaluating a DNN for MLPs but not suitable 25 FPGA memory . By queueing the inputs in this manner, any
for evaluating the deep NN of a RNN , this scenario is 1/ 0 bound problem where the bandwidth of the database

suitable for evaluating a RNN (recurrent neural network )
(weights ) required for processing the input dataset is pro
because all observations within the batch are from different hibitive can be handled . Thus , in general, for a required
streams and thus independent.
bandwidth B , the average effective bandwidth needed using
After the first layer process is complete for both obser - 30 the queuing method is B /K . N simultaneous streams can be
vation vectors 341 , 342, the second layer weight set 315 is processed in parallel lock step to ensure that the memory

loaded (346 ) onto the FGPA 330 and the second layer

process performed ( 347 ). The deep NN evaluation continues

bandwidth requirement for N parallel streams remains the
same as it is for a single stream .

at the FPGA 330 for each layer until the entire process is
Example Scenario — Internet Translator
completed for the two observation vectors Vector0 341 and 35 For an Internet translator, conversations may arrive at the
Vector1 342. This process can then be repeated for the next data center after being input via a microphone at a client and
observation vectors for these two streams (e . g ., Vector01 and be transformed (e . g ., via a Fast Fourier Transform ) to
Vector11 ) . Of course , although only two streams and cores
establish power bands based on frequency ( from which the

are shown for simplicity , more than two can be evaluated in
observation vectors can be obtained ). The deep NN evalu
parallel at the FPGA 330 .
40 ation for the example scenario involves a DNN ( for MPL )
In the scenario illustrated in FIG . 3D , a memory managed ,

performing eight layers of matrix multiplication , adding a

accelerated deep NN process using the FPGA 330 entails

bias vector and , for all but the top layer, applying a non

tors — two feature vectors (observation vectors) each from

establish probability scores, indicating what the probability

performing the deep NN evaluation on four feature vec -

linearity function . The output of the DNN evaluations can

two streams of data . That is , two observation vectors 351 45 that the slice being looked at belongs to a unit of speech , for

( Vector0 , Vector01) from Corel 301 and two observation
vectors 352 (Vector1, Vector11 ) from Corel 302 are loaded

example that the slice being looked at belongs to a middle
part of an “ ah ” pronounced in left context of “ t” and right

and evaluated as a batch . The two observation vectors from

context of " sh ” . Additional processing tasks performed by

each stream can be loaded by having a queue depth of two

the processor cores can involve identifying the words based

for the input buffers of the FPGA ( see e . g ., input buffers 211 50 on the probability scores and applying against certain dic

FIG . 2 ). Accordingly , with a single loading (353) of the first
layer set of weights 310 , the two observation vectors 351

tionaries to perform a translation between languages .
FIG . 4 illustrates an example implementation of acceler

(Vector , Vector01) from Core0 301 and the two observation ating a deep NN process using an FPGA. Referring to FIG .
4 , a server blade 400 at a data center can include external
layer process can be performed ( 354 ). As described above 55 storage 401 storing the weight datasets. Advantageously, a
with respect to the scenario illustrated in FIG . 3B , although single FPGA 402 may be capable of performing all of the
this scenario is suitable for various deep NN architectures
deep NN evaluation for an entire server blade containing 24
evaluations, it is not as suitable to RNNs due to the depen
CPU cores 403 (N = 24 ); leaving those cores 403 to handle
vectors 352 (Vector1 , Vector11 ) from Corel 302, the first

dent nature of the vectors in a batch as described with

respect to FIG . 3C .

The intermediates 355 (the data output of the first layer

process ) can be loaded into a buffer for the next layer of

processing, the second layer weight set 315 can be retrieved /

the other processing tasks required for 24 simultaneous

60 conversations while the deep NN evaluation is being carried

out .

In the example scenario , input datasets from each of the

24 cores can be loaded on to the input buffers 404 having a

received for loading ( 356 ) onto the FPGA 330 and then the queue depth of K = 2 . That way two observation vectors from
second layer process performed (357) . The DNN evaluation 65 each conversation /core 's data stream can undergo process
continues at the FPGA 330 for each layer until the entire

ing through the layer logic 405 , for example a matrix

process is completed for at least the four observation vectors

multiply (such as for deep MLP ) or multiple parallel matrix
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multiplies and non - linearity 's (such as for LSTM RNN ), as
a single batch . The intermediates 406 from a layer of the
layer logic 405 can be routed back (407) to undergo another
process with a new weighted function when a new weight

vectors , for example (K - 1 )* 10 ms). For example , if the
memory bandwidth requirement is 10 GB /Sec , and K = 2 , the
effective memory bandwidth required is 10 GB /Sec /2 = 5
GB /Sec, which is a much more manageable figure . Greater

repeated until all the layers have been processed , at which
time the output is then sent back to the processing cores ,
which may demultiplex (demux ) the data at some point.

can be chosen to reduce the memory bandwidth requirement
to a manageable number for the application . This comes at
the cost of added computational latency, as input datasets are

Live translation of speech requires careful attention to

delayed until K have been accumulated , but since maintain

data set is loaded from the storage 401. This process can be 5 values of K result in lower effective memory bandwidth and

latency, power, and accuracy . FPGAs typically have rela - 10 ing throughput can be more important than latency in certain

tively low power requirements ( 10 W ) and yet can still
deliver high compute performance . Since using only CPU

situations, it is a good tradeoff in those certain situations .
In the case of processing N simultaneous conversations ,

cores (a pure software approach ) for performing speech
recognition using a deep NN evaluation typically requires at
least 3 CPU cores per conversation , where at least two are
consumed for deep NN evaluation , the FPGA 402 is able to

such as illustrated in FIGS. 3C and 3D with N = 2 and K = 1
and K = 2 respectively , each conversation uses a queue of K
input datasets and N such queues in use simultaneously
(N = 24 and K = 2 for the example illustrated in FIG . 4 ). The

effectively remove the need for 2 * 24 - 48 CPU cores, which
translates to high power savings . For example , assuming a

15

input datasets may be scheduled so that all N queues are
processed in lock step , using exactly the same weights

bloated estimate of 25W for FPGA power consumption , and simultaneously across all queues during a layer of the layer
a reasonable average power consumption for a CPU core of 20 logic 405 (such as a matrix multiply or other weighted
100 W / 12 = 8 . 33 W , the net power savings would be on the processing step , which can be carried out on intermediates
order of 48 * 8 . 33 W - 25 W = 375 W per server blade . Calcu
406 that are then re -queued 407 for the next layer processing
lated another way , without an FPGA , the power use would with new weights). Thus, the neural network weight data is

be 3 * 8 . 33 W = 25 W per conversation , while with the FPGA
only loaded a single time for all N conversations ( for each
the power per conversation would be 8 .33 W + 25 W / 24 25 layer of the process ), and the memory bandwidth require
ment for the FPGA remains the same as if only a single
= 9 . 37 W .

When scaled to large numbers of users, the ~ 3x increase
in compute power needed by the pure software deep NN

conversation were being processed .
FIG . 5 is a block diagram illustrating components of a

approach as opposed to just using a single CPU core for a
computing device or system that may be used to carry out
conversation ( and a single FPGA for easily 24 conversa - 30 some of the processes described herein . Referring to FIG . 5 ,
tions) makes a pure software approach cost prohibitive, even
system 500 can include one or more blade server devices ,

though deep NNs provide greater recognition accuracy and standalone server devices , personal computers , routers,
hubs, switches, bridges, firewall devices, intrusion detection
recognition and translation services. Therefore, the inclusion devices, mainframe computers, network -attached storage
of the FPGA 402 enables deep NNs to be incorporated into 35 devices, and other types of computing devices . The hard
ware can be configured according to any suitable computer
speech recognition and translation services .
Usually, performing the deep NN evaluation on the FPGA architectures such as a Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP)
would entail a very high bandwidth requirement. One of the architecture or a Non -Uniform Memory Access (NUMA )
primary difficulties with the FPGA implementation is the architecture . Accordingly,more or fewer elements described
management of memory bandwidth . For one exemplary 40 with respect to system 500 may be incorporated to imple
Internet translator, there are approximately 50 million 16 -bit ment a particular computing system .
hence a better user experience when incorporated in speech

neural network weights that must be processed for each
complete evaluation of the neural network . For every evalu -

The system 500 can include a processing system 505 ,
which may include one or more processing devices such as

ation of the neural network , the FPGA must load 50 M * 2

a central processing unit (CPU ) with one or more CPU

bytes = 100 M bytes of data from memory . In order to meet 45 cores , a microprocessor or other circuitry that retrieves and
performance specifications, the neural network must be
executes software 510 from storage system 520 . Processing

evaluated 100 times per second ; per conversation . For even

system 505 may be implemented within a single processing

one conversation , this means that the memory bandwidth

device but may also be distributed across multiple process

requirement for the FPGA is 100 * 100 MB = 10 GB /Sec . The

ing devices or sub -systems that cooperate in executing

memory interface is about 12 .8 GB /Sec , but this is rarely
achieved and assumes perfect operating conditions with no

The one ormore processing devices of processing system
505 may include multiprocessors or multi - core processors

However, the techniques illustrated in FIGS . 3B -3D (and
reflected in FIG . 4 for the specific implementation of N = 24 )
can address this problem .

tion Set Computing (CISC ) instruction set, or a combination

absolute peak memory bandwidth of the typical FPGA 50 program instructions .

other activity being present in the system . If one considers
and may operate according to one or more suitable instruc
that the task of the FPGA is to process N = 24 such conver - tion sets including, but not limited to , a Reduced Instruction
sations simultaneously, the problem appears intractable . 55 Set Computing (RISC ) instruction set, a Complex Instruc
thereof . In certain embodiments, one or more digital signal

processors (DSPs) may be included as part of the computer

First considering the single conversation case , which can
hardware of the system in place ofor in addition to a general
be considered illustrated in FIG . 3B , the memory bandwidth 60 purpose CPU .

requirement may be lowered by batching the input data in
groups of K input datasets (of observation vectors ). By

delaying processing until K input datasets have been accu -

mulated , and then loading the neural network weight data

Storage system 520 may comprise any computer readable

storage media readable by processing system 505 and

capable of storing software 510 including instructions for

performing various processes in which the neural network

once for all K inputs, the effective memory bandwidth 65 evaluation performed on an FPGA forms a part. Software
required goes down by a factor of K (while delaying speech
510 may also include additional processes , programs, or
recognition output by the duration corresponding to K - 1 components , such as operating system software , database
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management software , or other application software . Soft

It should be noted that many elements of device 500 may

ware 510 may also include firmware or some other form of
machine-readable processing instructions executable by pro -

be included in a system - on - a - chip (SoC ) device . These
elements may include , but are not limited to , the processing

cessing system 505 . In addition to storing software 510 ,

system 505 , elements of the storage system 520 , and even

some cases , the manager agent 240 is stored , at least in part,

non -limiting embodiments :

storage system 520 may store matrix weights and other 5 elements of the communications interface 540.
datasets used to perform neural network evaluations. In
Certain aspects of the invention provide the following
on a computer- readable storage medium forming part of the
storage system 520 and implementing virtual and / or non

Example 1. A method of performing neural network
processes , the method comprising: receiving, at a field

virtual memory .
10 programmable gate array (FPGA ), a batch of input data for
Storage system 520 may include volatile and nonvolatile , accelerated processing of a neural network evaluation ,
removable and non - removable media implemented in any
method or technology for storage of information , such as
computer readable instructions , data structures, program

wherein the batch of input data comprises at least two
feature vectors ; loading the FPGA with a first layer set of
weights for the neural network evaluation from an external
15 memory ; and applying, within the FPGA , the first layer set
modules , or other data .
Although storage system 520 is shown as one block , of weights to the batch of the input data to generate

storage system 520 represents the on -chip and external
storage available to computing system 500 . Storage system

intermediates.
Example 2 . Themethod of example 1, wherein the at least

520 can include various storage media such as random
two feature vectors comprise one observation vector from
access memory (RAM ), read only memory (ROM ), mag - 20 each of at least two data streams.
netic disks , optical disks, CDs, DVDs, flash memory , solid
state memory, phase change memory , or any other suitable

Example 3 . The method of example 2 , wherein the neural
network evaluation is a recurrent neural network evaluation .

or both virtual memory and non - virtual memory . In no case

two feature vectors comprise at least two observation vec

storagemedia . Certain implementations may involve either

Example 4 . The method of example 1, wherein the at least

do storage media consist of a propagated signal or carrier 25 tors from each of at least two data streams.

wave . In addition to storage media , in some implementa tions , storage system 520 may also include communication
media over which software and data may be communicated

Example 5 . The method of example 1 , wherein the at least
two feature vectors comprise at least two observation vec
tors from a single data stream .
Example 6 . The method of any of examples 1 -5 , further

storage device but may also be implemented across multiple

batch , loading the FPGA with a second layer set of weights

internally or externally .
Storage system 520 may be implemented as a single 30 comprising: after applying the first layer set of weights to the

storage devices or sub-systems co - located or distributed for the neuralnetwork evaluation from the external memory ;
relative to each other . In some cases, the processing system
and applying, within the FPGA , the second layer set of
505 can access the storage system 520 (or parts of the weights to the intermediates.
storage system 520 ) by system bus. Storage system 520 may 35 Example 7 . The method of any of examples 1, 2 , or 4 -6 ,
include additional elements, such as a controller, capable of wherein the neural network evaluation is a deep neural
communicating with processing system 505 .
network multi-layer perceptron evaluation .

Computing system 500 further includes an FPGA 530 for
Example 8 . The method of any of examples 1 - 7 . wherein
performing neural network evaluations . Multiple FPGAS the batch of input data is received from at least one core .
may be available in a data center. In some cases , a plurality 40 Example 9 . The method of any of examples 1 - 7 , wherein
of FPGAs can be incorporated into a daughter card and the batch of input data is received from other logic on the
housed with a subset of the servers. Alternatively , a single
FPGA .
FPGA may be housed in a single server , where services

Example 10 . The method of any of examples 1 - 7 , wherein

requiring more than one FPGA can be mapped across

the batch of input data is received from other processing

more than one server can access a single FPGA residing at
one of the servers . In some cases, one or more FPGAsmay
be housed separately from the servers . When incorporated in
a same server, the FPGA (s ) may be coupled to the process

Example 11 . One or more computer readable storage
media having instructions stored thereon thatwhen executed
by a processing system , direct the processing system to
manage memory bandwidth for deep learning applications

FPGAs residing in multiple servers and / or services requiring 45 units .

ing system 505 on a same board or on separate boards 50 by : directing a batch of at least two observation vectors from

interfaced with a communications interface technology such

at least one core to queue up at a field programmable gate
array (FPGA ) ; loading at least one weighted dataset on the
A communication interface 540 is included , providing FPGA , each of the at least one weighted dataset being
communication connections and devices that allow for com
loaded once per batch of the at least two observation vectors
munication between device 500 and other computing sys - 55 directed to queue up at the FPGA ; and directing an evalu

as PCIe (PCI express ).

tems (not shown) over a communication network or collec -

tion of networks ( not shown ) or the air. Examples of

connections and devices that together allow for inter-system
communication may include network interface cards , anten -

ation output from the FPGA to the at least one core for

further processing.

Example 12 . The media of example 11 , wherein the
instructions that direct the batch of the at least two obser

nas , power amplifiers , RF circuitry , transceivers , and other 60 vation vectors from at least one core to queue up at the

communication circuitry . The connections and devices may
communicate over communication media to exchange com munications with other computing systems or networks of
systems, such as metal, glass , air, or any other suitable
communication media . The aforementioned communication 65

FPGA direct one observation vector from each of at least
two cores to queue up at the FPGA .
Example 13 . The media of example 11 , wherein the
instructions that direct the batch of the at least two obser
vation vectors from at least one core to queue up at the

media , network , connections , and devices are well known

FPGA direct at least two observation vectors from each of at

and need not be discussed at length here .

least two cores to queue up at the FPGA .
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Example 14 . A system comprising: one or more storage

available parallel streams of a field programmable gate

media ; a plurality of processing cores ; a service , the service
being stored on at least one of the one or more storage media

prises at least two observation vectors, one of the at

and executed on at least the plurality of processing cores, a

parallel processor in communication with the plurality of 5

cores to perform a neural network evaluation on a batch of
data for a process of the service ; and weight datasets for the
neural network evaluation stored on at least one of the one
or more storage media .

Example 15 . The system of example 14 , wherein the 10

parallel processor is a field programmable gate array
(FPGA ).

Example 16 . The system of example 14 or 15, wherein the

array (FPGA ), wherein the batch of input data com
least two observation vectors being loaded at a first
position in the queue of the set of N input buffers and

a second of the at least two observation vectors being
input buffers ;
loading the FPGA with a first layer set ofweights for the
neural network evaluation from an external memory ;
loaded at a second position in the queue of the set of N

and
applying, within the FPGA , the first layer set of weights

to the batch of the input data to generate intermediates ,

parallel processor receives one observation vector from each
core of the plurality of cores as the batch of data .
15
Example 17 . The system of example 16 , wherein the

wherein while the one of the observation vectors is
being processed , the second of the observation vectors
moves from the second position to the first position in

neural network evaluation comprises a recurrent neural
network evaluation .

generated from the one of the observation vectors at the

further comprising : a manager agent stored , at least in part,

4 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the at least two

the queue of the input buffers and the intermediates

Example 18 . The system of any of examples 14 - 16 ,
first position in the queue are re -queued for next layer
wherein the neural network evaluation comprises a deep 20
processing; and wherein after the second of the at least
two feature vectors is processed , the intermediates
neural network multi- layer perceptron evaluation.
Example 19 . The system of any of examples 14 , 15 , or 18 ,
generated from the second of the observation vectors
are re - queued for the next layer processing.
wherein the parallel processor receives at least two obser
vation vectors from each core of the plurality of cores as the
2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the at least two
25 observation vectors comprise one observation vector from
batch of data .
Example 20 . The system of any of examples 14 - 19 , each of at least two data streams.
wherein the service comprises a speech recognition service .
3. The method of claim 2 , wherein the neural network
Example 21 . The system of any of examples 14 -20 , evaluation is a recurrent neural network evaluation .
on at least one of the one or more storage media , that when 30 observation vectors comprise at least two observation vec

executed , directs the system to : direct the batch of data from
at least one of the plurality of processing cores to queue up

tors from each of at least two data streams.
5 . The method of claim 1, wherein the at least two

at the parallel processor; load at least one weighted dataset

observation vectors comprise at least two observation vec

of the weight datasets onto the parallel processor, each of the tors from a single data stream .
at least one weighted dataset being loaded once per batch ; 35 6 . The method of claim 1, further comprising :
and direct an evaluation output from the parallel processor
after applying the first layer set of weights to the batch ,
loading the FPGA with a second layer set ofweights for
to the plurality of processing cores.
Example 22 . The system of example 21, wherein the

manager agent directs the system to direct the batch of data

to queue up at the parallel processor by directing at least one 40
observation vector from of each of at least two cores of the
plurality of cores to the parallel processor.
Example 23. The system of example 21, wherein the

the neural network evaluation from the external

memory ; and

applying, within the FPGA , the second layer set of
weights to the intermediates .

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein the neural network

evaluation is a deep neural network multi - layer perceptron

manager agent directs the system to direct the batch of data

evaluation .

observation vectors from of each of at least two cores of the

instructions stored thereon that when executed by a process

to queue up at the parallel processor by directing at least two 45

plurality of cores to the parallel processor.

It should be understood that the examples and embodi-

ments described herein are for illustrative purposes only and
that various modifications or changes in light thereofwill be 50
suggested to persons skilled in the art and are to be included

within the spirit and purview of this application .

Although the subject matter has been described in lan

guage specific to structural features and /or acts , it is to be
understood that the subject matter defined in the appended 55

claims is not necessarily limited to the specific features or
acts described above . Rather, the specific features and acts
described above are disclosed as examples of implementing
the claims and other equivalent features and acts are

8 . One or more computer readable storage media having

ing system , direct the processing system to managememory

bandwidth for deep learning applications by:

directing a batch of at least two observation vectors from
at least one core to queue up in a set of N input buffers
at a field programmable gate array (FPGA ), wherein
each input buffer provides a queue with a queue depth

of at least two, where N is a number of available
parallel streams of the FPGA ;

loading at least one weighted dataset on the FPGA , each
of the at least one weighted dataset being loaded once

per batch of the at least two observation vectors
directed to queue up at the FPGA , the batch of the at
least two observation vectors being processed by the
FPGA with intermediates re -queued in the input buffers

60
intended to be within the scope of the claims.
until all observation vectors in the queue are processed
What is claimed is:
1. A method of performing neural network processes, the
by the FPGA for a particular weighted dataset of the at
method comprising:
least one; and
receiving, at a set of N input buffers , a batch of input data
directing an evaluation output from the FPGA to the at
for accelerated processing of a neural network evalu - 65
least one core for further processing .
ation , wherein each input buffer provides a queue with
9 . The media of claim 8 , wherein the instructions that
a queue depth of at least two, where N is a number of direct the batch of the at least two observation vectors from
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15 . The system of claim 11 , wherein the neural network
evaluation comprises a deep neural network multi-layer

at least one core to queue up at the FPGA direct one
observation vector from each of at least two cores to queue

up at the FPGA.

perceptron evaluation.
16 . The system of claim 11 , wherein the parallel processor
direct the batch of the at least two observation vectors from 55 receives at least two observation vectors from each core of
at least one core to queue up at the FPGA direct at least two
the plurality of cores as the batch of data .
10 . The media of claim 8 , wherein the instructions that

observation vectors from each of at least two cores to queue
up at the FPGA .

17 . The system of claim 11 , wherein the service comprises

a speech recognition service.

11 . A system comprising :

one or more storage media ;
a plurality of processing cores;

10

a service , the service being stored on at least one of the
one or more storagemedia and executed on at least the
plurality of processing cores ;
a parallel processor in communication with the plurality 15
of cores to perform a neural network evaluation on a
batch of data for a process of the service ;

a set of N input buffers for the parallel processor ,wherein

18 . The system of claim 11 , further comprising :

manager agent stored , at least in part, on at least one of
aa mana

the one or more storage media , that when executed ,
directs the system to :

direct the batch of data from at least one of the plurality
of processing cores to queue up at the set of N input
buffers for the parallel processor;
load at least one weighted dataset of the weight datasets
onto the parallel processor, each of the at least one

weighted dataset being loaded once per batch ; and
each input buffer provides a queue with a queue depth
an evaluation output from the parallel processor to
of at least two , where N is a number of available 2020 direct
the
plurality
of processing cores .
parallel streams of the parallel processor, the queue
19 . The system of claim 18 , wherein the manager agent
storing the batch of data for the process of the service
and requeuing intermediates generated for a particular directs the system to direct the batch of data to queue up at

the set of N input buffers for the parallel processor by
directing at least one observation vector from of each of at
weight datasets, including the particular weight dataset, 2 least
two cores of the plurality of cores to the parallel
for the neural network evaluation stored on at least one
processor
.
of the one or more storage media .
20
.
The
system of claim 18 , wherein the manager agent
12 . The system of claim 11 , wherein the parallel processor directs the system
to direct the batch of data to queue up at
is a field programmable gate array (FPGA ).
set of N input buffers for the parallel processor by
13. The system of claim 11, wherein the parallel processor 3030 the
directing at least two observation vectors from of each of at
weight dataset; and

receives one observation vector from each core of the
plurality of cores as the batch of data .

14 . The system of claim 13 , wherein the neural network

evaluation comprises a recurrent neural network evaluation .

least two cores of the plurality of cores to the parallel

processor.

